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Work Sheet – 3 

(From Pg. No. 101 to 102) 

 

Q1. Rewrite the following sentences using capital 

letters and other punctuation marks, capital 

letters wherever necessary. 

a. The class teacher said, “students before going for 

lunch in the recess period, you should finish your 

class work, then put your books, pencils in your 

bags but give your notebooks to me for correction.” 

b. A father had four sons. All were wise, intelligent and 

active. One day their father called them together and 



 

 

said, “why do you all waste your time in fighting? 

you must know unity is strength. He gave one stick 

to one of his sons and asked him to break it.” 

Q2.  Punctuate the following sentences with 

semicolons and colons. Write capital letters 

wherever necessary and rewrite the sentences. 

a. It is said, “A fault denied is a hundred times 

committed.” 

b. The chief rivers of North India are the Ganga, the 

Yamuna and the Satluj. 

c. Good correspondence has three rules namely 

Promptnees, Clarity and Precision. 

d. The Major works of Kalidasa are Meghadoot, Ritu, 

Samhar and Abhigyan Shakuntalam 

Q3. Punctuate the following paragraph. Capitalize 

the sentences wherever necessary. 

My father is very handsome tall and kind-hearted 

person and he always manages to find some time for 

family and me. Last week however the situation was 

different. Since, he has just got a new job. So, he had 

very little free time. Nevertheless he managed to take 

us for a rich breakfast in the Blue Rose Cafe which is 

said to be owned by an actor. We arrived at 9 a.m. and 



 

 

ordered whatever we all wanted to eat. My father 

looked rather tired. He said, his new job is very time 

consuming, demanding and challenging.  

Grammar around us 

The following conversation took place between your friend 

and his mother. Read it carefully and rewrite it with 

appropriate punctuation marks. (Self-Attempt) 

 


